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Abstract 

 When creating a forgery, a forger can modify an image using many different images editing process. 

In recent year, localization of forgery region has attracted more and more attention and many forensic 

methods have been proposed for identifying such image forensic operation. Up to now, most existing 

methods are designed for just forgery detection task but the most challenging task in digital image forensics 

is the localization of image forgery. In this paper, we proposed a new Convolution Newel Network (CNN) 

based method to locate the region of any type of forgery that made in an image. The extensive results show 

that the proposed method is a better alternative for recent forgery localization methods. Numerous 

experiments are conducted in the test images to prove the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed 

method in detecting image forgery localization. 
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I  Introduction 

 With the rapid development of image processing technology, it is much easier to modify digital 

image without leaving any perceptible artefacts than ever before. Nowadays, the abuse of tampered images 

would lead to many potential serious moral, ethical and legal problems. Therefore, image forensics has 

attracted increasing attention.With free access to tools like GIMP (GNU image manipulation program) and 

an internet full of free resources, the use and abuse of photo editing software has exploded. Humorously 

doctored images are spread across image board and email inboxes while politically charged forgeries get 

blasted as new article headlines.  With images being used to make decisions with heavy consequences, there 

exists a clear need for reliable forgery detection methods [1][6][7][28]. Within the realm of digital image 

forgery detection there exist many methods.  

In practical forensic application, we are more interested in figuring out the tampered regions 

compared to forgery detection. Forgery localization becomes an important issue in image forensics. The 

different approaches have their own advantages and short comings, in localization of manipulated data 

depends on the type of detection and the method of forgery [4]. Over the past several years, researchers have 

developed a variety of information forensic techniques to determine the authenticity and processing history 

of digital image. Generally there are two main problems in image forensics, one is forgery detection, and the 

other one is forgery localization.  

Forgery detection aims to discriminate whether a given image is pristine or fake. For instance, by 

exploiting some camera- related signals such as sensor pattern noise (SPN) and color filter array (CFA) 
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properties, it is possible to reveal tempered images via camera source identification. By analyzing the JPEG 

compression artifacts one can expose JPEG decompressed images and detect JPEG recompressed images. 

Based on the distinctive artifacts left by a certain operation, it can identify contrast enhancement, reveal 

image re-sampling, detect median filtering, and so on. In practices, a key influential factor for forgery 

detection performance is the variety and uncertainty of tampering operations. Since most existing forensic 

methods assume that only one specific tampering operation investigation, they should not be used for a real 

forgery scenario independently. Usually it requires to analyzing the image with several forensic detectors 

and combining the detection result using some fusion schemes. 

 Some recent works applied fuzzy theory and to fuse the detection result, but these methods only 

considered JPEG compression artifacts, and might not be suitable for more general cases. An alternative 

solution is to seek for universal features that can identify as many tampering operation as possible. It has 

been observed from that, with a certain features, only a particular type of forgery is detected. So there is still 

a need to develop feature that can be used for multiple type of forgeries. A step towards this has been taken 

[29] in which a new form of convolution layer is proposed that will force the CNN to learn manipulation 

detection features.  

The existing methods results are still far from satisfactory for practical forensics scenarios.  So the 

improvement of existing method is significant. In this paper we construct a new CNN model for image 

forgery localization and checked the model with IFC-TC (IEEE information forensics and security technical 

committee) image forensics challenge set of images.  The results are discussed finally to prove its 

efficiency. 

II Background study 

 Much Research has been conducted in Image forgery field filed. Because of this, there exist many 

methods for detecting and localizing multiple different forms of image manipulation. Generally there are 

two main problems in image forensics, one is forgery detection and the other one is forgery localization. In 

practical forensic applications, we are more interested in figuring out the tampered regions compared to 

forgery detection. Forgery localization requires pixel level analysis [32] rather than Image level analysis as 

it faces more challenges compared to forgery detection.  

Convolution neural network first appeared in the late 1980s with the handwritten zip code 

recognition [21] as an extended version of artificial neural networks (ANN). They have been also applied to 

handwritten digit recognition, image speech and time series data.  A CNN is a special type of multilayer 

neural network used in deep learning that has recently gained significant attention in the computer vision 

and learning communicates [20,30]. In this paper, we proposed a forgery localization methods based on 

CNN, and tested the proposed method with the images in IEEE IFC test images. Finally experimental results 

are compared with other results to prove the efficiency of the proposed method.  

              The localization of image forgery is the most challenging tasks in digital image forgery detection 

image forgery localization attempts to detect the accurate tampered area [27].  In forgery localization there 

are several papers are published by researchers and suggests their ideas in detecting the localization of 

forged regions.  These includes the photo response non uniformity noise (PRNN)[25], Image forgery 

localization via fine grained analysis of CFA artifacts[26], traces left by JPEG coding[17], to localized the 

tampered areas,[9][14][10] search for some relationships among the adjacent pixels which inevitably 

inherent during tampering operations.   

The winner[11] in first IFS-TC Image forensics challenge[24] using the fusion of statistical features 

achieved in [16] which was based on color rich models[14] and ensemble classifier[2] (SCRM+CDA) Some 

other CNN based models are median filter Residuals features used [29], prediction error filters[8], residual-

based feature[31], AC coefficients of DCT[22], DFT and log- scale transformation features[33], CNN- cross 

entropy scheme [5] deep learning based method[19] etc…In [3], CNNs are applied in median filtering 

image forensics In [34], a novel CNNs are adopted to detect multiple manipulations.  In [18], a CNN with 
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SRM kernels [12] is adopted for forgery detection. In [13], they used residual based descriptors as a CNN 

which conduct forgery localization.  

 Numerous meaningful works have been done to improve the performance of image forensics by 

adopting[23]. In this paper we design CNN architecture and tested on the Image data set IEEE-IFS 

challenge [15].  This results shows that the proposed CNN architecture is one of the best tampering 

localization methods. 

 

III Methodology  

When a forensic investigator designs CNN architecture, they have at their disposal numerous possible 

choices of parameters such as the number of convolution layers, the choice of activation function etc. In this 

work we designed a CNN as shown in below Figure 1. 

 

                                      Figure 1. 

A  Proposed CNN experimental set up 

   There is still a need to develop features that can be used for multiple types of forgeries.  A step towards 

this has been taken in this paper.  A new form of Convolution layer is proposed that will force the CNN to 

locate multiple forgeries in an image. In this section, we describe the detection process of image 

manipulation using CNN.  The proposed model comprises of various combinations of Convolution, pooling, 

and activation operations. The proposed module part with three groups of layers displayed as Group1, 

Group2 and Group 3 in Figure 1. Group 1 starts with a convolution layer that takes the input image. The 

Convolution layer is the main building block of a Convolution neural network.   The proposed Convolution 

in a neural network is a product of a two dimensional matrix called an image and a kernel or mask. The 
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filter size to be 3x3 and a stride of 2 is used. Stride is the number of pixels that jump or slide over the every 

iteration. Through this convolution, local features considering neighbor pixels can be extracted.  

The number of channels, which is the depth of the image, since the images are in color the depth is 3 

and padding 1. After this, we pass this layer in to the Rectified Linear unit (Relu) activation function. The 

purpose of this layer is to introduce non linearity to the system that basically has just been computing linear 

operations during the Convolution layer.  Relu layers work far better because the network is able to train a 

lot faster without making a significant difference to the accuracy. Relu layers applies the function f(x) = 

max(0,x)to all the values in the input volume.  In basic terms, this layer just changes all the negative 

activations to 0.  

After Relu layer, we choose to apply a pooling layer which is a down sampling layer. Convolution 

neural networks generally have a very large number of neurons. It has been shown that this increases the 

complexity of learning problem. To solve this problem, We apply the pooling layer, such as Maximum 

pooling layer or average pooling. There are several layer options, out of which the most popular max 

pooling is being taken. Max pooling is such a sub sampling scheme that the maximum value of the input 

block is returned. Max pooling is used at the front of the proposed system, a max pooling layer is not only 

used to reduce the resolution of the input image patches but also used to make the network robust.  We take 

a filter of size 2x2 and stride of length2. It then applies it to the input volume and outputs the maximum 

number in every sub region that the filter convolves around. Figure 2 shows an example of Maximum 

Pooling to select Maximum value. 

 

 Figure 2. 

 When we pass one of these training images in to our first convolution layer, the dimensions reduced 

from 254x254 to 127x127. This is done with the help of padding.  When we add 2 layers of Os on the outer 

layer of the image and pass it through the pooling layer, the output size is exactly reduced to half of the 

input. Then the output image of the Group 1 convolution layer allows passing through Group 2 layers. In 

Group 2 layers, a convolution layer with 3x3x64 dimension with padding 1 and an activation layer Relu are 

used.  During this process, convolution layer of dimension 3x3x64 with padding converts the output of 

Group 1 with dimension 127x127x3 to 125x125x3.In the proposed CNN, transposed convolution of 4x4 

filter size with slide 2 is used.  

This transposed convolution layer carries out a regular convolution but revert its spatial 

transformation.  It converts the input image of class 2 into the original image resolution finally the image 

passes in to Group III, where convolution layer of 1x1 with numerical classes 1 is used where input image is 
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converted to dimension 253x253x2 image. The Softmax activation is applied to the very last layer in 

designed CNN, Softmax is used to converts the output of the last layer in our designed CNN in to essentially 

a probability distribution 

B  Tampered Region Mask generation  

    For each input image, it is analyzed by the sliding window of the scale s with a stride S based on CNN 

detectors described as above.  The  image set in IEEE IFS-TC is taken and stored in a folder while the 

ground truth image of the image set is taken in an another folder. These Folders are mentioned in the 

coding. Create class names as Fake and Original with condition. Then apply random affine geometric 

transform action using augment function for all training data set.  Then all the set of images are process 

through proposed CNN architecture, take Epoach 1 to 100. The output of the proposed CNN architecture 

displays the mask region of the forged area along with ground truth image of all input images.  Some results 

are shown in the Figure 3. 

  

 

Figure 3. 

IV  Experiment result and analysis 
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(i) Image Data Base 

     In our experiments, we use images taken from IEEE IFS.TC, first image forensics challenge.  This 

comprises several original images captured from different digital cameras with various scenes either indoor 

or outdoor.  The images are divided in to pristine and forged images. All the pristine and fake images are 

divided into training and testing set. In the training set the images are along with its corresponding class and 

mask and in the testing set, the images are without any class or mask.  Fake images are manipulated by 

copy/pasting or image splitting. 

(ii)Experimental Result 

The parameters of operations used in the experiment are shown in Table1.  The proposed CNN is tested on 

IEEE FC data sets and drawn the results as shown in Table 2. Epoch and Accuracy are shown in Table 3. 

Table 1. 
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Table 2. 

 

 

Table 3. 

 

 

Method Measure Value 

Proposed 

Method 

Accuracy 73.3122 

Sensitivity 76.5375 

Specificity 73.4687 
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Comparison with existing methods  

For a fair comparison, all of the result obtained for the testing images is submitted to the evaluation system 

of the challenge. According to the result of the challenge, the forgery localization performance is evaluated 

with the F1 score as follows.  

 

Where TP (true positive), FN (false negative), and FP (false positive) mean the number of detected fake 

pixels, undetected fake pixels, and wrongly detected pristine pixels, respectively. The experimental results 

are evolutes based on average F1 –score [1] and comparison of the results are shown Table 4. and Figure 4. 

Result on the IFS-TC testing set2. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. 
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Figure 4. 

 

Conclusion 

 In this paper, we proposed a forgery localization method based on Convolution Neural Network. We 

demonstrate the effectiveness of our detection method with a series of experiments on IFS-TC images. 

Although a state of the art result has been achieved, the proposed frame work is still in fant for real 

applications. In the next step we will further improve the performance by combining it with certain other 

Method  FIScore  

 S3+SVM[17]  0.1115  

S3+LDA[16]  0.1737  

PRNU[33]  0.2535  

SCRM+LDA[16]  0.3458  

Proposed CNN  0.3962  
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techniques such as image segmentation computer vision and others.  Although the proposed method can 

achieve the state of the art performance, it still has a long way to go for real applications. 
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